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 (1.0) GAME VERSION: 1.0 CREDITS: Seth & Paul END CREDITS INTRODUCTION: This patch is a compressed one
without any menus. I designed this patch to add more life to JK2's frantic gameplay. MULTIPLAYER & MAPS: This patch

allows you to play offline or with friends through Local, Internet or Multi-player with all known maps and campaigns as if you
had downloaded them. Maps are compatible in both versions of this patch. INSTALLATION: Unzip the compressed file in the
root of your Memory Card Turn on your game You can now insert the Memory Card into your game console, and this patch will

be activated. This patch can be extracted directly on a memory card, please do not move the patch from one memory card to
another. PROBLEMS: If you have trouble installing the game, see the FAQ on the main menu. GAMEPLAY: Multi-player /

Multiplayer is easy with this patch. If you are playing with a friend on LAN, just take your Memory Card out of the console and
insert it into the PC or Console that you want to connect to. NOTE: When you play multi-player, you must accept the conditions
before the game starts. You can only play single player mode with this patch. You can not play multi-player with this patch. You
can choose the campaign you want to play and view detailed statistics at any time. In-Game Options: Enemies are more realistic

Players can now move freely in Free-Mode (if you don't want to use the auto-sprint) A new fully fleshed-out tutorial that
teaches the basics (The easiest mission in the game) You can pause the game Rematch The new map in the game has been

improved and updated for better gameplay New fighting animations New weapon sounds You can now choose any difficulty,
any difficulty is compatible in this patch Addition of an auto-sprinting ability in Free-Mode. This ability activates when you are

not in a mission New Special Attack System (slide, jump, fire) New Moves and Special Move System New Special Attack
System New moves and 520fdb1ae7
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